WHAT TO DO IF YOU FIND A BABY BIRD
out of its nest that seems to be in distress
Is the baby bird hurt or stuck or sick?
(Unable to flutter its wings, weak, bleeding, been
attacked by a dog / cat?)
YES

NO

Does the bird have feathers?

YES

NO

IT’S A NESTLING.
Can you find its nest? Is
it intact (whole)?

IT’S A FLEDGLING. Its normal behaviour
is to be hopping on the ground and its
parents are still feeding it. Is it safe from
dogs and cats? (If necessary, keep your
pets inside or block off the area)

Gently put it into a small
dark box with breathing
holes punched into it. Put
the box into a quiet place.
NB Do NOT give it anything
to eat or drink.
Call one of the
organizations or people
listed in the pink box for
help and advice.

NO
YES
YES

You can make an
artificial nest our of a
small tub, e.g. margarine
container. Hang it in the
tree where you found
the chick. Watch from a
distance for an hour. Do
the parents come to
feed it?

Place the baby back in the nest.
Observe it from a distance for an
hour. Are the parents visiting
the nest?

YES

YES

NO

NO

Call one of the
organizations or
people in the pink box
for advice

Leave the area.
The baby is okay.

Gently herd the baby bird back to
bushes or nearby shelter. Observe it
from a distance for an hour. Are the
parents visiting the baby bird?

Leave the area.
The baby is okay.
SOME USEFUL ORGANISATIONS / PEOPLE TO CONTACT IN CAPE
TOWN:
First call MRS MARGO WILKE. TEL: 021 531 5686 / 082 480 5077.
She lives in Pinelands. She will advise you what to do. If the bird is
a raptor she will get it to Eagle Encounters if you are unable to do
so.
SANCCOB (for seabirds) TEL:. 021 557 6155
EAGLE ENCOUNTERS (for raptors) Hank Chalmers TEL: 082 462
5463 / 021 858 1826

